
THE USES OF LEISURE 
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lj>0 
i [ most of us, leisure means simply 
( ^.. 'what we do with our spare time," 
\ pf0. '^mediately, we are up against the 
o.L 'em of what really is "spare time." 
f. ine uFe can therefore have as wide a 

An.lng as work itself. 
sentristotle claimed that leisure repre- ^ 
^isim "satisfaction the truly 

1 <?ested interest.' the achievement 
f 
toap> 1rstanding, which is man's highest 
Paj 

' So the artist working at his 

liltg }??> or the academic at his research, 
Pnrs . 

e professional man or woman 
- his chosen subject for interest 
J <Wt as livelihood, has, in effect, 
3 to j ant leisure in the Aristotelian sense 
I for sVote himself to his subject. Indeed, 
1 WT, work is leisure, and leisure is 

trajn ^evoted to the pursuit of the gravy 

I ^ee purposes 
1 
% 

* f?r most of us, leisure activities 
1 r?st rrve ̂ ree purposes. The first is a 

[>iorerorn work, and preparation for 
"pi The second is stimulation or 
SoiitiiH and the third is a preparing for 
eoni many> the first has been 

^Ow ^?rm of leisure which they have 
starcun', whh Sunday as a day of rest to 
of t, the moral fibre for the temptations 

Keek ahead- 
still js 

as heen true in the past, and 
'?ng hntrue mong people who work 
f>1alw?1Urs or choose overtime for the 
stress}, h gives. There is less 

"k e on moral stiffening, and more 
% e?-Ve ^Un, it's later than you think." 

f !jiade 0fts of people such as these have 
'eisur j0ss^hle the existence of a 

lhe class" among others, and here 
1 Jective has a slightly derogatory 
UtfL^gesting shooting sticks and 

^ountiful. Much of the great 
^?Ple if World owes its existence to 
?f 

sh0 ,0 wielded silver spoons instead 
^Hetic " ^his does not imply any 
j^erei superiority in the leisured, but 
^ an ? k'sure itself, or the freedom 

?W^ety and economic drive, is an 
nt incentive to creative work. 

This brings me to the second aspect of 
leisure or "play." Not everyone agrees 
that this is necessary. Listen to the 
words of an American trade union 
leader in 1926, though it is unlikely in 
the extreme that any of his successors in 
the States today would reiterate this 
view:?"I regard the 5-day week as an 
unworthy ideal. More work and better 

work is a more inspiring and worthier 
motto than less work and more pay . . . 

it is better not to trifle with God's laws." 

More recently, a survey was carried 
out in the U.S. to find the opinions of 
husbands and wives on the subject of a 
4-day week. On the whole the wives 

were unenthusiastic, but the majority 
of husbands were emphatically against 
the increase in the number of "Honey- 
do" days. ("Honey, do this; Honey, 
do that!") So strongly did some of 
them feel on the subject, that it was even 
suggested that they should take a second 
job. This would bring in more money, 
with which to buy still more labour- 

saving devices! Yet, perhaps this would 
be a sensible solution to the problem of 
leisure. 

There are many highly-rewarding jobs 
which are underpaid (and therefore often 
under-sought) for fear of attracting any 
but the selfless. Social workers, nurses, 
probation officers, prison staff, even 

general practitioners?all these people 
ought to feel free from economic pres- 
sure, so that each can put his highest 
effort into most demanding jobs. In- 

stead, it is only the truly dedicated or 
those for whom virtue lies in good works 
who work in the shadows of society. 

Same spirit 
Both the Americans with their Peace 

Corps, and we in England with our 
Voluntary Service Overseas, have shown 
that it is possible as well as desirable to 
offer help without price or patronage. 
Perhaps the same spirit could pervade 
welfare activities at home, providing 
recruits, both men and women, from 

amongst those with time on their hands, 
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who would be willing to listen, to learn 
and even to love. So much of society's 
apathy and failure is due to ignorance 
and lack of contact. 

Attempts have been made to try to 
make work itself more interesting, and 
less repetitive, but they are often un- 
economic. You cannot turn the clock 
back from the 20th century and bring 
back the cottage industries of the past, 
where life had sometimes a timeless 

quality. Eric Gill tried to do this, and 
it worked well for the few, but scarcely 
so successfully for their wives. People 
will not tolerate uneconomic ventures, 
for which they have to pay, unless they 
would have to pay anyway, as in the case 
of blind workshops, or settlements for 
disabled people. So, we are back to 

Bertrand Russell's ideal of "In Praise of 

Idleness," where he advocates a four- 
hour day for everyone, and the educa- 
tional facilities to allow every man to 
use his leisure profitably. 

Variety at play 
Play may vary from learning a 

language to dismantling a car; from 

making carpets to making love; from 
watching football to watching birds. 

But, most important of all, it must be 

something we enjoy doing, and not 

something we think we ought to enjoy. 
Maybe, as work becomes more repeti- 
tive, schools should educate for play 
rather than for work. There are signs 
that this is already happening. One local 
authority infant school I know, claims 
that all the interested children can find 
their way around a public library, and 
can use the reference index, before they 
transfer to the Junior School at the 

age of seven. Another school teaches 
its children to make their own slide 
rules. 

Recently, in a children's hospital in 
Sweden, I found the walls decorated 
with murals made by the convalescent 
patients themselves. Also, in Stock- 

holm, there is an exhibition hall to hold 
the "Wasa," the great warship which 
sank on her maiden voyage in 1628, and 
which in the last six years has been 

brilliantly "rediscovered" and lifted 

up from the sea bed. The walls of the 

hall, a vast prefabricated building, are 

covered with drawings and painting( 
children from the local schools 
their impressions of the "Wasa" dis3sj 
Some of the children on leaving sen ^ 
or waiting to go to the University^ 
as most efficient guides to take vis' 

over the ship and round the exh' ( 

We even heard them offering any o' c( 
languages?English, German, French ( 

Russian?when we were there, j 

these young people, history has step! 
from the books into their own liye^ 
We could in fact all be the privl' ?(i 

few to whom I referred at the ,c 

beginning, the ones who have leisur^. 
devote themselves to their "truly f. 

interested interest" by choosing ^ 
selves a hobby which we would . 

sufficiently absorbing to become exp^ 
There are many examples of peop'e ̂  
have done just this; for i0^:^1 
Michael Ventris was a young 
who studied cryptanalysis in his 

time, and it was he who "broke f 

code of the ancient language, ^ 
Linear B, which had puzzled sen 
for years. 

Solitude 

This brings me to my last use^y 
leisure?preparing for solitude- ^ 
all have to learn how to live alone 

s 

time, whether as we grow into old 
r 

or when we are ill. If we spend ^ 
lives frantically filling in the 
fear of being alone, we meet our so" . 

unprepared and in a terror of '?n '0 1* 
Our leisure activities may need 

* 
jr 

modified as we grow older, but 
tfl' f 

terest and zest which we carry ^ ^ 
will itself be a way of staying y0^"? 
than our years. We have to 

live with ourselves and, paradox' 
the best preparation for this may e j 

learn to live with other people. TVi 
know the sort of person who ma^f 
feel warm and welcome, wh? f1' 
people and is interested in thetfj 
themselves. As he grows older, 

n 
^ j 

go on making friends, whether 0^,ji 
own age or with young people, of f 

the bus conductors and shopkeepe ̂  
meets as he goes through the day- yVt 
"go-getter" has no time for anyo11^ 
will not prove of use to him and, 
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'![ he . 

? ^J? old, he will have lost the art of 
' 7'ig friends. 

can?H U^e' ^ we are unprepared f?r 
? 

tjQ 
^0 strange things to our imagina- 

? 

^ 
s- Studies of people either experi- 

' 

secur 
or 'n times Political Per" 

men!l0n' undergoing solitary confine- 

; ' show that most of them after a 

C ̂eve^?P childish emotional res- 

1 %neS' ^e'r linking 's impaired, and 

haii 
^ ^ave both visual and auditory 

$0mUC'na^ons- This may account for 

ster 
6 traveller's tales, Loch Ness mon- 

'?n^rrnc* Tories told by solo flyers and ^"distance drivers, as well as for 

political "confessions." On a humbler 
level, many a housewife, spending her 
day alone around the house and at the 
sink, knows how insignificant happen- 
ings?husband delayed at work, the 

persistent gipsy at the door?can be- 

come menacing and meaningful. Per- 

haps one of the most valuable uses of 
our leisure should be to find for our- 

selves some philosophy of life that will 
see us into a solitude that is not lonely. 
For many, this will be the search for a 

God who is personally concerned with 
each one of us; for others, it will be to 
seek their place in a cosmic setting. 


